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100% Natural Human Straight Hair Extension

Product Description : We are reckoned as the foremost manufacturer, exporter and supplier of
optimum quality 100% Natural Human Straight Hair Extension. In accordance with international
quality standards, the offered hair extensions are processed by our skilled hair experts under utmost
hygienic conditions. Easily accessible in variegated shades, lengths and styles to fulfill the choices of our
patrons, the provided hair extensions are profusely admired for their light weight nature. Less prone to
any kind of skin allergy, these 100% Natural Human Straight Hair Extension are further examined on
various quality parameters.
Features :
 Chemically unprocessed and collected from a single donor
 Free from dyes, bleaches and harsh washes
 Have smooth and shiny texture
 Loose, curly and can be parted in any direction
100% Natural Human Straight Hair Extension will offer you durability provided you know the tips to
care for this hair styling accessory. Read here for some handy tips:






Use the shampoo suitable for hair extensions
Use good quality conditioner but apply it on the mid length and at the end points only
Comb with wooden brush and remove tangles from hair extension before you wash it
Do not perm or chemically treat your hair extension: chemical products will shorten its service life and
natural sheen and shine
Do not tug the lovely weft hair extensions: it may damage the connecting points and your extension
may slip out.

100% Natural Human Straight Hair Extension
Machine Weft Hair Extension

Non Remy Double Drawn Hair

Eurasian Machine Wefts

Single Drawn Straight Hair

Wholesale Straight Hair

Natural Machine Weft Hair

Straight Hair

Hair Extensions

Single Drawn Remy Hair

Human Hair Extension

Virgin Remy Hair Extension

Virgin Bone Straight Hair

Straight Human Hair

Remy Single Drawn Black Hair

Machine Weft Human Hair

Micro Ring Hair Extensions

Weft Hair

Virgin Human Hair

100% Natural Human Wavy Hair Extension

Product Description : As one of the specialized names of this domain, we manufacture, export and
supply 100% Natural Human Wavy Hair Extension. In order to design these hair in accordance with
international standards, our professionals use supreme quality hair that are sourced from the authentic
vendors of market. Available in different lengths, colors, shades and styles, the provided hair are ideal for
making a variety of hair styles by enhancing the volume of existing hair. Moreover, we offer these 100%
Natural Human Wavy Hair Extension to the clients at affordable prices.
Features:
 Easy to dye and clean
 Free from tangle and shedding
 Compatible for washing and drying
 Excellent curl holding even after washing.
The benefits of 100% Natural Human Wavy Hair Extension .
 The Body Wave Human Hair looks utterly natural and gives the original looking silky sheen that synthetic
wigs can't compare to
 These human hair wigs are quite easy to manage as true hair and they look simply beautiful
 Made up using original human hair, these human hair extensions let you have full control over your
appearance
 Unlike synthetic units, natural human hair wigs let you apply a blow drier or curling iron to absolutely style
your new radiant hair into any style that you wish for any event.

100% Natural Human Wavy Hair Extension
Body Wave Human Hair

Natural Wavy Hair

Prebonded Hair Extensions

Brazilian Body Wave Hair

Wavy Weft Extension Hair

Real Human Hair Extension

Body Wave Hair

Wavy Weft Hair

Loose Wave Bulk Hair

Wavy Hair

Hair Pieces

Natural Wavy Hair Extension

Body Wave Natural Hair

European, Russian, Brazilian &
Remi Hair

100% Natural Human Curly Hair Extension

Product Description : In order to gain and maximize the trust of our honorable customers, we offer
premium quality 100% Natural Human Curly Hair Extension. Can be availed from us in diverse
lengths, shades, styles and cuts to meet the prevailing fashion trends, the offered hair extensions are
enormously acclaimed by theatre artists and hair style lovers. Under the direction of our professionals,
these hair extensions are hygienically cleaned and processed. Likewise, the provided 100% Natural
Human Curly Hair Extension can be purchased from us at highly discounted prices.
Features:
 Smooth in texture and hence easy to comb
 Comes with thick and healthy tip
 Same as human hair and suitable for regular use
100% Natural Human Curly Hair Extension are easy to use and it will surely add extra glamor to your
hair style for sure.
Learn how to take best care for your stylish hair accessory:
 Always use small bristle brush to comb your hair
 Brush at least once a day and always before doing shampoo
 Ask your hair stylist to check it and trim it according to your present hair style.
 While coloring your hair extension use best color and hair styling product.
100% Natural Human Curly Hair Extension
Curly Machine Weft Hair

Machine Weft Curly Hair

Machine Weft Natural Curly Hair

Curly Hair

Relaxed Curly Hair

Kinky Curly Hair

Brazilian Curly Hair

Virgin Indian Deep Curly Hair

Jerry Curl Hair

Long Curly Hair

Mongolian Curly Hair

Brazilian Kinky Hair

Curly Human Hair

Malaysian Curly Hair

Wholesale Brazilian Kinky Hair

Deep Curly Hair

Loose Curl

Wholesale Deep Curly Hair

Indian Extra Curly Hair

Kinky Curly Machine Weft

Wholesale Weft Curly Hair

Natural Curly Hair

Curly Hair Extension

Virgin Curly Hair

Peruvian Virgin Deep Wave Hair

100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Straight Hair Extension.

Product Description : We are reckoned as the foremost manufacturer, exporter and supplier of
optimum quality 100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Straight Hair Extension . In accordance with
international quality standards, the offered hair extensions are processed by our skilled hair experts
under utmost hygienic conditions. Easily accessible in variegated shades, lengths and styles to fulfill the
choices of our patrons, the provided hair extensions are profusely admired for their light weight nature.
Less prone to any kind of skin allergy, these 100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Straight Hair
Extension are further examined on various quality parameters.
Features :
 Chemically unprocessed and collected from a single donor
 Free from dyes, bleaches and harsh washes
 Have smooth and shiny texture
 Loose, curly and can be parted in any direction
100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Straight Hair Extension will offer you durability provided you
know the tips to care for this hair styling accessory. Read here for some handy tips:






Use the shampoo suitable for hair extensions
Use good quality conditioner but apply it on the mid length and at the end points only
Comb with wooden brush and remove tangles from hair extension before you wash it
Do not perm or chemically treat your hair extension: chemical products will shorten its service life and
natural sheen and shine
Do not tug the lovely weft hair extensions: it may damage the connecting points and your extension
may slip out.

100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Straight Hair Extension
Machine Weft Hair Extension

Non Remy Double Drawn Hair

Eurasian Machine Wefts

Single Drawn Straight Hair

Wholesale Straight Hair

Natural Machine Weft Hair

Straight Hair

Hair Extensions

Single Drawn Remy Hair

Human Hair Extension

Virgin Remy Hair Extension

Virgin Bone Straight Hair

Straight Human Hair

Remy Single Drawn Black Hair

Machine Weft Human Hair

Micro Ring Hair Extensions

Weft Hair

Virgin Human Hair

100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Wavy Hair Extension

Product Description : As one of the specialized names of this domain, we manufacture, export and
supply 100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Wavy Hair Extension. In order to design these hair in
accordance with international standards, our professionals use supreme quality hair that are sourced
from the authentic vendors of market. Available in different lengths, colors, shades and styles, the
provided hair are ideal for making a variety of hair styles by enhancing the volume of existing hair.
Moreover, we offer these 100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Wavy Hair Extension to the clients at
affordable prices.
Features:
 Easy to dye and clean
 Free from tangle and shedding
 Compatible for washing and drying
 Excellent curl holding even after washing
The benefits of 100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Wavy Hair Extension .
 The Body Wave Human Hair looks utterly natural and gives the original looking silky sheen that
synthetic wigs can't compare to
 These human hair wigs are quite easy to manage as true hair and they look simply beautiful
 Made up using original human hair, these human hair extensions let you have full control over your
appearance
 Unlike synthetic units, natural human hair wigs let you apply a blow drier or curling iron to absolutely
style your new radiant hair into any style that you wish for any event.


100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Wavy Hair Extension
Body Wave Human Hair

Natural Wavy Hair

Prebonded Hair Extensions

Brazilian Body Wave Hair

Wavy Weft Extension Hair

Real Human Hair Extension

Body Wave Hair

Wavy Weft Hair

Loose Wave Bulk Hair

Wavy Hair

Hair Pieces

Natural Wavy Hair Extension

Body Wave Natural Hair

European, Russian, Brazilian &
Remi Hair

100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Curly Hair Extension

Product Description: In order to gain and maximize the trust of our honorable customers, we offer
premium quality 100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Curly Hair Extension. Can be availed from us
in diverse lengths, shades, styles and cuts to meet the prevailing fashion trends, the offered hair
extensions are enormously acclaimed by theatre artists and hair style lovers. Under the direction of our
professionals, these hair extensions are hygienically cleaned and processed. Likewise, the
provided 100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Curly Hair Extension can be purchased from us at
highly discounted prices.
Features:
 Smooth in texture and hence easy to comb
 Comes with thick and healthy tip
 Same as human hair and suitable for regular use
100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Curly Hair Extension are easy to use and it will surely add
extra glamor to your hair style for sure.
Learn how to take best care for your stylish hair accessory:
 Always use small bristle brush to comb your hair
 Brush at least once a day and always before doing shampoo
 Ask your hair stylist to check it and trim it according to your present hair style.
 While coloring your hair extension use best color and hair styling product.
100% Natural Blonde Colour Human Curly Hair Extension
Curly Machine Weft Hair

Machine Weft Curly Hair

Machine Weft Natural Curly Hair

Curly Hair

Relaxed Curly Hair

Kinky Curly Hair

Brazilian Curly Hair

Virgin Indian Deep Curly Hair

Jerry Curl Hair

Long Curly Hair

Mongolian Curly Hair

Brazilian Kinky Hair

Curly Human Hair

Malaysian Curly Hair

Wholesale Brazilian Kinky Hair

Deep Curly Hair

Loose Curl

Wholesale Deep Curly Hair

Indian Extra Curly Hair

Kinky Curly Machine Weft

Wholesale Weft Curly Hair

Natural Curly Hair

Curly Hair Extension

Virgin Curly Hair

Peruvian Virgin Deep Wave Hair

4x4 Lace Closure

Product Description : From our vast ambit of 100% Natural Human Hair Closure, buyers can choose the desired product at
competitive prices. Our 100% Natural Human Hair Closure can be easily parted and styled as per the fresh fashion trends.
Moreover, the base of the hair is the accurate replica of scalp and too in different skin tones, owing to which, it can be worn by
the women of different origin, such as Indian, American, African, and others. In our stock includes machine weft double stitched
100% Natural Human Hair Closure Piece having zero chances of shedding. Hair cuticles of the strands are nourished are in one
single direction. Moreover, we have natural and steam textures to meet the comprehensive and complex requirement of the
customers. Each of the hair strands is parted, sorted, washed, cleaned, dried, and wefted by following excellent hygiene
standards.

Features :


Chemically unprocessed and collected from a single donor



Free from dyes, bleaches and harsh washes



Have smooth and shiny texture



Loose, curly and can be parted in any direction


100% Natural Human Hair Closure will offer you durability provided you know the tips to care for this hair styling accessory. Read here for
some handy tips:



Use the shampoo suitable for hair Closure.



Use good quality conditioner but apply it on the mid length and at the end points only



Comb with wooden brush and remove tangles from hair Closure before you wash it



Do not perm or chemically treat your hair Closure : chemical products will shorten its service life and natural sheen and shine



Do not tug the lovely weft hair Closure : it may damage the connecting points and your Closure may slip.

4x4 Lace Closure Price Per Pieces in USD
Length
Straight
Wavy
Curly

10”
$27
$32
$37

12”
$30
$35
$40

14”
$33
$38
$43

16”
$39
$44
$49

18”
$45
$50
$55

20”
$54
$55
$60

13 x 4 Lace Frontal

Product Description : 100% Natural Human Hair Lace Frontal With comprehensive research and development in hair products
and 100% Natural Human Hair Lace Frontal, we have been renowned as a top provider of world-class 100% Natural Human Hair
Lace Frontal and Indian hair lace frontal pieces to varied clients. All hairs are processed by using latest technology and extremely
good raw materials. All our clients are offered with superlative range of products that have longer functional life, natural colors,
texture and one year guarantee. These hairs are accolade amongst clients because of their quality, natural looks and beautiful shine
of 100% Natural Human Hair Lace Frontal .With tons of years of experience in this field, we have been supplying an enviable range
of hair products to our worldwide clients. These hairs are picked up from temple with original texture and shine. These are available
in variety of sizes and shapes. Also we provide these hairs in the most competitive rates in the market.
Features of 100% Natural Human Hair Lace Frontal .


Hairs are available in superior quality with fine texture.




All hairs are hygienically processed.
Special care is taken towards maintaining special texture



Chemically unprocessed and collected from a single donor



Free from dyes, bleaches and harsh washes



Have smooth and shiny texture



Loose, curly and can be parted in any direction

13 x 4 Lace Frontal Price Per Piece in USD
Length
Straight
Wavy
Curly

10”
$75
$80
$85

12”
$81
$86
$91

14”
$87
$92
$97

16”
$95
$100
$105

18”
$102
$107
$112

20”
$111
$116
$121

Front Lace Wig

Product Description :Keeping

track with latest market development we are actively engaged in offering an attractive range of 100% Natural
Human Hair Front Lace Wig. The offered hair wig is processed with the help of premium quality natural hair and contemporary machines in
compliance to set industry standards. Clients can avail this hair wig from us in various shades, lengths and volume. Moreover, we offer these wigs as
per the industry leading prices.
Features:





Very silky smooth and shining
Strong weft without hair falling
100% tangle free
Features of these wigs are mentioned below:







Lustrous appearance
High strand strength
Easy to use.
Our 10a grade hair is good quality remy hair, 100% virgin human hair. Each selection has been collected from one donor, all cuticles are in the same
direction. The hair is made up of real human hair without any chemical process so it will not hurt epicranium and will not make your feel tickle. This
type hair, it is soft, tangle free and shedding free. Our 7a grade hair can be well processed by yourself, can be dyed and ironed, it will last up to one
year with proper care and maintenance.

Lace Front Price Per Piece in USD
Size. No.
Straight
Wavy
Curly

10”
$133
$143
$153

12”
$146
$156
$166

14”
$157
$167
$177

16”
$173
$183
$193

18”
$190
$200
$210

20”
$203
$213
$223

22”
$226
$236
$246

24”
$247
$257
$267

26”
$280
$290
$300

28”
$319
$329
$339

30”
$350
$360
$370

THE ORDER INSTRUCTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS

Available Hair material

: 100% Remy Virgin Human Hair , Without any Chemical Process.

Available Hair length

: 08"-30" inch, above 30 inch according to customer's request.

Available Hair Colour

: Any Colour is available.

Available Hair texture

: Straight ,Wavy, Curly etc.

Category

: 100% Natural Human Hair Extension.

Features

: Very soft, good hand feeling, very Clean, No lice or nits
100% Tangle Free, No Shedding

Item Weight

: 100Gram-110 Per Pack in usual or according to customer request.

Minimum Order

: 1 Kilo of Same type as Sample.

Delivery Time

: In Stock within 3 days, Custom Order within 7-15days.

Payment

: T/T, L/C, Money Gram, Western Union, Royal Money.

Ship Carrier

: Mainly FedEx, DHL, UPS, TNT.

Packaging List

: PVC Bag or According to Customer's Request.

DETAILED PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
1. All Hair Material is Strictly Selected 100% Virgin Human Hair Without Any Process.
2.100% Top Quality Hand Selected Human Hair without Animal and Synthetic Hair.
3. All Hair is Made by Skilled Workers and Modern Processing Machines.
4. High Quality with Factory Lower Price than Trading Company.
5. With the Hairs' Cuticle Staying, can be Bleached or Dyed Colour. Within 15 minutes.
6. Factory with more than 5 years' experience can offer OEM service.

1. Q: What colour is the Virgin Hair?
A: 1b (Natural Black/Brown).
2. Q: What does it mean by Unprocessed Hair?
A: It means its 100% Raw Natural Hair that has never been Treated with any type of Harsh Chemicals.
3. Q: What is Remy Hair?
A: Remy Hair is Collected in a Manner that Keeps all of The Cuticle in one Direction from Root to Tip.
Remy Hair Extensions are Stronger, Healthier and Tangle Free as Compared to Non-Remy Hair. This Hair
may have Under Gone a Process for Texture. This Hair can be used for Multiple installations.
4.Q: How often should I Wash/Shampoo My Virgin Natural Hair?
A: Wash it as often as you like and Condition when Possible, Remember this Hair is Very Strong and
Durable. We recommend that you Shampoo your Extensions at least once a Week. Be Careful to pay
attention to your Natural Hair underneath, making sure to dry it properly to prevent mildew.
5. Q: How long will this Hair last?
A: With Proper Care, This Hair will last until you a long time - between a year and two years!
6. Q: Will the Hair Look Exactly like the Hair in The Picture?
A: The Picture is to give an idea of our Hair's Texture. There will be Slight Variations between the Hair
you receive and the Hair featured in the Photo, Since each Hair Bundle is Collected from an Individual

Donor. We will select Hair bundles that blend well together for you so that you have a very similar Hair
Weave Hair install all round.
7. Q: Can The Hair be Dyed/Cloured?
A: All of our Hair Products can be Cloured or lightened. We highly recommend a colour Preview test on a
Swatch of Hair to see how your new colour will look. Most importantly, use the services of a Professional
Colorist to dye your Hair Extensions.
8. Why The Colors of Hair Extension don't Seems Exactly as The Pictures Show or Description Says?
Different Monitor have different display. And every time, may be the same Colour will have a little Colour
differentia. Please ask a help from The Hair Dresser for the Color's code as the International Colour
Swatch says.
9. Can They be Straightened, Curled?
Treat The Hair as if it is your own. Use a flat iron/Straightener or tongs, Even when fitted, but as with
your own Hair, Never use Hot Tools too often as you could dry the Hair and it will not last as long.
10. Can I dye/Colour the Hair?
Yes. The Hair can be Colored. As a General Rule, it is easier to darken the Hair than Lighter The Hair. We
recommend to dye Darken, Not Lighter since The Hair Extension has been Processed and Colored, it is
difficulty to fade the original colour. Improper dying will ruin the Hair.
11. Can I Wash & Blow-Dry The Hair Extension?
Yes. You can wash them as you would with your own Shampoo and Conditioner. The Extensions can be
blow-dried on low setting, but it is not recommended to do it too often. It is best to let your Hair
Extensions dry Naturally after washing them.
12. How to Tell Human Hair with Synthetic Hair?
Human Hair has Natural Protein. It is easy to tell by burning and Smell, Human Hair will be ash, Which
will go away after Pinching. Human Hair will smell foul. When burning, The Human Hair will show white
smoke. Moreover, Human Hair may have very few Gray Hair and Split end. It is Normal and not a Quality
Problem.
13. What are Cuticles and Why is it so Important for The Hair to have its Cuticles Intact?
1) Cuticles are the outer most part of the hair shaft. They are strong and transparent cells that overlap
each other up to 12 layers deep. These tiny microscopic structures protect the hair and its inner cell
structures from damage.
2) The Cuticle is responsible for much of The Mechanical strength of the Hair Fiber. A healthy cuticle is
more than just a Protective layer, as the cuticle also represents the structure that controls the water
content of the fiber.
3) Much of the Shine that makes Healthy Hair so attractive is due to the cuticle. With these intact, you can
treat the Hair like its your very own. It can be dyed and Chemically Processed. We suggest having your
Hair Professionally serviced to protect your investment.
Return Policy
100% Money Back Guarantee on each item. Refund or return is acceptable in 5 days. Please check it
clearly when you get The Hair, The Hair should be No Use, We won't accept if you wash, Use or do harm
on the Hair. It's our responsibility of shipping cost if there is a problem of the quality, we will pay back
your money within 3 days after confirmation to protect your interest.

The full payment has to be made in advance.
We have improved our product quality and service would be the best.
We can offer you corporate rates for bulk orders.
Looking forward your favorable reply for a business relationship.
Thank you.

Kindly Regards
Saheb Sahani
+919860450307
Wwww.imtchairfactory.com

